Welcome to CLSS!

- What is CLSS?
  - Overview
  - What CLSS can do
  - What CLSS can't do
  - How to Access CLSS
- Understanding Modes and Phases
- Scheduling Timelines
- What Can I Do in Each Phase?

Scheduling Overview

- Accessing your Schedule
  - Select an Instance (Term)
  - Choose Your Department
  - Viewing Scheduled Classes or All Classes
- Scheduling Tools
  - Validate
  - Visualize
  - Filter
  - Framer

Scheduling Basics

- Section Overview & Available Fields
  - Opening a Scheduled Section
  - Adding a New Section
  - Deleting a Section
- Course & Section Attributes
- Meeting Patterns
  - The "Snapper" and SMPs
  - User-Defined Meeting Patterns
  - Multiple Meeting Patterns
- Rooms
  - School-scheduled Space
  - Registrar-scheduled Space
  - Other Room Designations
- Enrollment & Requested Room Caps
- Notes and Comments
- Saving a Section
- Warnings, Errors, and Workflows
- Instructors

Combining Classes

- Understanding Combined Sections in CLSS
- How to Combine Classes
- Changes to Combined Sections

Reporting

- Visualize
- Exporting Reports
- Advanced Filtering Options

Finishing Up

- Validating and Reviewing Your Schedule
- Understanding Rules and Warnings
- Submitting Your Schedule
- Workflows & Approvals